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Snapshot: 3 TJ Breakout Patterns
______________________________________________________________________

Red to Green (“R/G”)
The Red to Green move has several
different names, but they all represent
the same trading pattern1. When the
stock breaks out from a high of the day2
or is going from being down on the day to
positive on the day, that is where you get
the R/G move (the stock went down from
a certain point and came back up to
revisit the price, thus breaking out).
What should you be looking for when it
comes to a red to green move? Well, the thought process is simple: up until it breaks
out of upper resistance3 on the day, the bears4 are in complete control of the stock.
When buying pressure5 comes in sending this stock higher that is where the bulls6 step
in and regain control sending the stock higher.
$ZSAN ($2.25 to $2.50, $2.50 to $3.00, $3.00 to $3.50) 55.56% Gain

$ZSAN is the perfect example of how you can use the same pattern multiple
times within the same day. As you look at this chart you can see it breakout not once,
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Trading pattern - A pattern formed throughout the market that has been proven to return similar results consistently
High of the day (“HOD”) - The highest price a stock has reached within the day

Resistance - A price level that a stock struggles to hold ((1) on the chart above)
Bears - Those who believe a stock is going to decrease in value

Buying pressure - Larger buy orders coming in from those looking for the stock to increase in value
Bulls - Those who believe a stock is going to increase in value
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not twice but three times in total, so whether you locked in profits on each move which
is the safe thing to do or held for the big time movement, then you still won on the day!
Each red to green breakout occurred as long as you were watching the chart pattern.
$2.25 to $2.50, $2.50 to $3.00 and then the last one, which took some time to develop
from $3.00 to $3.50. $ZSAN was a very tricky stock to trade as many shorts thought this
would be coming down. What you have to realize is no single indicator can control the
move of a stock. If that stock is holding support, increasing on a bullish trend line and
also breaking out of resistance on an R/G move one must realize that the bulls are in
control and should not be shorting. I know many people who lost thousands on this
short play while they should have been long. Ask yourself this, “if you are in Spain for
the running of the bulls would you jump in the middle of the street with 200 bulls
charging at you hoping to stop the move?” The answer should be no. Never be fooled
into thinking one signal indicator should determine the direction; bullish or bearish. You
need to constantly be improving and continually adapting to what the market is bringing
you.
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Snapshot: 2 TJ Fundamental Summary
______________________________________________________________________

Cash on Hand & Debt
Lastly, cash on hand and current debt go nearly hand in
hand. In general, companies are only profitable and able to
stay in business when they are making money. If a company
is cash heavy that is very good for the future growth of the
company. However, if that company is cash-stricken, it could
spell disaster in the future because they could be looking to
raise capital through dilution7 or financing8. We know that the
general definition of “debt” is something that is owed or due.
So, if one was to look at the quick statistics and see that the debt to cash ratio was
weighted heavily in the red, this should raise the alarm. Whenever you are analyzing a
trade, remember that a company with more cash and less debt ($0 is the best case)
usually has the best chance of holding gains on the day and continuing its run. Many
companies with large amounts of debt that spike will instantly be met with massive
selling and shorting because many investors are already anticipating the price will go
down, or the company will be doing some financing. On a side note, never assume that
a stock with a large cash surplus and $0 in debt will not do financing. If a stock has had
a massive breakout and even if they do have significant cash on hand, many times they
will dilute to fund future operations and growth.

Dilution - A company’s release of more shares in order to raise cash, diluting existing shareholders’ % ownership in
the company
8
Financing - SImilar to dilution, a company often sells more shares in order to raise capital from investors
7
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Snapshot: Modules and Contents within TJ Academy
______________________________________________________________________
1. Introduction
● Setting Up Necessary Tools, Types of Trading, Candlesticks 101,
Planning the Trade, Conclusion, Glossary
2. Fundamental Summary
● Float/Short Float, Cash on Hand/Debt, Examining Fundamentals,
Examples
● Knowledge Check: Fundamental Summary
3. Breakout Patterns
● Patterns: Red to Green, Natural Level, $1.00, $10.00, Wedge, Channel,
Bull Flag, Gap Fill
● Supplemental Charts, 150+ pages of examples
● Knowledge Check: Technical Trading
4. Trading with Indicators
● Indicators: Fibonacci Retracement Levels within Swing Trades and Day
Trades, Moving Average Breakouts
● Supplemental Charts, 30+ pages of examples
● Knowledge Check: Trading with Indicators
5. Supplemental
● Swing Trading
i.
Patterns: 52 Week, Wedge, Gap Fill, Catalyst Trading, Theme
Trading, Doji Star
ii.
Supplemental Charts, 60+ pages of examples
iii. Knowledge Check: Swing Trading
iv.
Swing Trading Intangibles
● Candlestick Crash Course
● The Intangibles
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Snapshot: Theme Trading Supplemental Video
______________________________________________________________________
Please preview the video below or find at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iR3kqWKSzos
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